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Extremely large flares/multiple large flares 
expected from sunspot groups with large area
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Abstract 

The possible occurrence of major space weather events, such as large solar flares within one hundred years, is studied 
anticipating their effects on our social facilities. However, the continuous soft X-ray (SXR) observation of flares by Geo-
stationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) started in 1975, and the period of data collection is less than 
50 years. On the other hand, ground-based sunspot observations have a long history. Their duration of data collec-
tion exceeds 100 years. The possibility of the occurrence of extremely large flares is estimated using the daily sunspot 
area data of individual sunspot groups between 1879 and 2016 using the catalogue complied by the Debrecen 
Heliophysical Observatory in Hungary and the catalogue updated by Mandal, Krivova, Solanki, Shinha, and Banerjee 
in 2020. It had become clear that large sunspot groups with the potential to produce Carrington-class flares (areas 
of more than 3000 MSH) have appeared on a total of 119−139 days between 1879 and 2016, and a sunspot group 
with the potential to produce an X100-class flare appeared between March and April 1947. According to the past 
major space weather events, the large sunspot groups caused a series of multiple large flares instead of just one large 
flare. We tried to estimate the probabilities of occurrence of a SXR flare ≥ X100 for 30-, 50-, and 100-year periods to be 
0.70−0.76, 0.87−0.91, and 0.98−0.99, respectively, using the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) 
of sunspot areas for the 138-year data.
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Introduction
Interest in extreme space weather events is increasing in 
order to mitigate their effects on our social facilities. As a 
result, there are many studies on extreme space weather 
events and their effects (Committee on the social and 
economic impact of severe space weather events, 2008; 
Hapgood 2010; Cannon et  al. 2013; Knipp et  al. 2021; 
Owens et al. 2021).

There are several approaches to studying the extreme 
events. One approach is to investigate the past major 
events in historical records. For example, the Carrington 
flare of 1859 (Carrington 1859) has been extensively stud-
ied as one of the largest space weather events in history, 
using past records (Chapman and Bartels 1940; Tsurutani 
et  al. 2003; Boteler, 2006; Curto et  al. 2016; Cliver and 
Svalgaard 2004; Cliver and Dietrich 2013; Hayakawa et al. 
2019). Another approach is to use statistical methods 
for rare events. There have been several attempts to esti-
mate the occurrence probabilities of future rare events 
using long-time data under the assumption of stationar-
ity of occurrence for the time of data collection and the 
time in future, although Lakhina and Tsurutani (2016) 
noted at various publications predicting the occurrence 
of Carrington-like magnetic storms had significantly dif-
ferent results from each other. Willis et al. (1997) applied 
extreme value statistics for daily aa indices between 1844 
and 1993. Tsubouchi and Omura (2007) applied the 
extreme value theory to hourly disturbance storm time 
(Dst) indices (Sugiura 1964) between 1957 and 2001. 
Love et al. (2015) fitted the Dst data (1957−2012) to the 
log-normal distribution.

Watari et  al. (2001) calculated the return periods of 
large SXR flares, solar energetic particle events and mag-
netic storms using the Weibull distribution. Riley (2012) 
estimated the occurrence probabilities of extreme events 
such as hard X-ray solar flares, high-speed coronal mass 
ejections (CMEs), geomagnetic storms, and solar ener-
getic particles (> 30 MeV) using the power-law distribu-
tion of the events. Curto et al. (2016) suggested that the 
return period of Carrington-class flares is 90 ± 60  years 
on the basis of the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) dis-
tribution applied to the flare lists between 1975 and 2015 
obtained by the Geostationary Operational Environmen-
tal Satellites (GOES) of National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration (NOAA). Kataoka (2013 and 
2020) estimated the occurrence probabilities of extreme 
space weather events by applying the power-law and log-
normal distributions to the events.

For the solar flares, the peak flux of solar X-ray (SXR) 
is usually used to describe their size. However, continu-
ous SXR observation of flares by the GOES started in 1975. 
As a result, approximately 50 years of data are available for 
long-term analysis; however, we want to know events for the 
period of more than one hundred years. On the other hand, 
ground-based sunspot observations have a long history of 
more than one hundred years. Magnetic structure of sunspot 
groups is also important for occurrence of large flares. How-
ever, continuous magnetic field observations of photosphere 
began in the 1970s. Hence, we estimated the possibility of 
intense SXR flares using the long-term sunspot area data. 
The past records suggested that large sunspot groups tend to 
produce a series of multiple large flares.

Graphical Abstract
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Data
We used the data of daily positions and areas of individ-
ual sunspot groups over the past 143 years (1874−2016) 
complied by the Debrecen Heliophysical Observatory 
(DHO) in Hungary. Hereafter, we called it the DHO 
catalogue. The DHO took over the task of compiling the 
sunspot catalogue from the Greenwich Royal Observa-
tory in 1976 (http:// fenyi. solar obs. csfk. mta. hu/ DPD/). 
The data between 1874 and 1976 were revised data of 
the Greenwich Photoheliographic Results (GPR) sun-
spot catalogue (Baranyi et  al. 2016). The data between 
1977 and 2016 were based on the Debrecen Photohe-
liographic Data (DPD) sunspot catalogue (Baranyi 
et al. 2016; Gyori et al. 2017). The data for 1977−1978, 
1985−1988, 1993−2002, and 200 −2015 are final ones 
and the data for 1979−1984, 1989−1992, 200−2004, 
and 2016 are preliminary ones. Mandal et  al. (2020) 
updated the sunspot catalogue (1874−2021) using sev-
eral sunspot catalogues including the GPR and DPD 
ones (hereafter, the MA20 catalogue; http:// ww2. mps. 
mpg. de/ proje ct/ sun- clima te/ data. html) and noted the 
data gaps in the catalogues. Hence, the MA20 cata-
logue was added to our analysis for comparison with 
the DHO catalogue. Figure 1a, b shows days of no data 

in the DHO and MA20 catalogues. There are similar 
data gaps between 1874 and 1976 because both cata-
logues are based on the GPR catalogue. There are large 
data gaps of more than 30 days in 1874−1876 and 1878 
(declining phase of solar cycle 11) and there are almost 
isolated 1- or 2-day data gaps after 1879. We decided to 
exclude the data period between 1874 and 1878 from 
our analysis.

We selected the sunspot groups within the longitude 
of 60 degrees to avoid uncertainty near the solar limbs 
in our analysis. Figure 2a shows yearly sunspot number, 
yearly number of sunspot areas of more than 1000 mil-
lionths of solar hemisphere (MSH), and yearly maximum 
area of sunspot groups in the DHO catalogue. Figure 2b 
shows the same data in the MA20 catalogue. Yearly sun-
spot number was obtained from the WDC-SILSO, Royal 
Observatory of Belgium, Brussels (https:// wwwbis. sidc. 
be/ silso/ home). According to Figs.  2a, b, the sunspot 
group with the largest area of 6,132 MSH occurred in 
1947 (maximum of solar cycle 18), whereas the largest 
yearly sunspot number of 269.3 was in 1957 and the larg-
est number of sunspot areas of more than 1000 MSH of 
181 occurred in 1959 around maximum of solar cycle 19. 
We noted that five geomagnetic storms with minimum 
Dst of less than −400  nT were observed in 1957, 1958, 
1959, 1989, and 2003, respectively, and three of them 
occurred around maximum of solar cycle 19.

Sunspot area and soft X‑ray peak intensity of flares
It is known that large flares tend to occur in sunspot 
groups with large area. Sammis et al. (2000) showed that 
there is an empirical relationship between the area of 
sunspot groups and the SXR peak intensity of solar flares 
from those groups. Shibata et  al. (2013) noted that the 
upper limit of the SXR peak intensity of a flare observed 
by GOES (SXR flare class) can be determined using the 
scaling law shown by Eq. (1) if we assume that the inten-
sity is in proportion to the total energy released by a flare 
(e.g., C-class:  1029 erg, M-class:  1030 erg, X-class:  1031 erg, 
X10-class:  1032 erg, X100-class:  1033 erg, and X1,000-
class:  1034 erg):

Here, f is the fraction of magnetic energy (Emag) that 
can be released as flare energy (Eflare), B is the magnetic 
field strength, and Aspot is the area of the sunspot group.

Maehara et  al. (2012) found superflares (flares with 
energy of more than  1033 erg) on solar-type stars using 
NASA’s Kepler mission data and Notsu et  al. (2013) 
showed that the energy in the superflares is related to the 
total coverage of the Starspot and the superflares follow 
the same scaling law as shown by Eq. (1).

(1)Eflare ≈ fEmag ≈ f
B2

8π
A

3
2

spot .

Fig. 1 Days of no data in the DHO (upper panel) and MA20 (lower 
panel) catalogues

http://fenyi.solarobs.csfk.mta.hu/DPD/
http://ww2.mps.mpg.de/project/sun-climate/data.html
http://ww2.mps.mpg.de/project/sun-climate/data.html
https://wwwbis.sidc.be/silso/home
https://wwwbis.sidc.be/silso/home
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Tables 1, 2 summarize the sunspot groups with maxi-
mum area of more than 3000 MSH between 1879 and 
2016 recorded in the DHO and MA20 catalogues and the 
expected maximum SXR flares calculated using Eq.  (1) 
with B of 1000 G and f of 0.1, considering Fig. 2 in Shi-
bata et  al. (2013). Maximum SXR flares and number of 
X-class flares from the sunspot groups are also shown in 

Tables  1, 2 using the GOES flare reports available from 
the National Centers for Environmental Information 
(NCEI), NOAA (https:// ngdc. noaa. gov/ ngdc. html). They 
showed that the large sunspot groups produced a num-
ber of large flares. The sunspot group (no. 7 in Table 1∕no. 
4 Table 2) and associated with the 13 March 1989 mag-
netic storm had its maximum area of 4201∕4823 MSH on 

a

Fig. 2 a Yearly sunspot number, yearly number of sunspot areas of more than 1000 MSH, and yearly maximum area of sunspot groups in the DHO 
catalogue. b Yearly sunspot number, yearly number of sunspot area of more than 1000 MSH, and yearly maximum area of sunspot groups in the 
MA20 catalogue

https://ngdc.noaa.gov/ngdc.html
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14 March 1989∕16 March 1989. This sunspot group pro-
duced multiple large SXR flares including the maximum 
flare of X15 on 6 March 1989. The magnetic storm of 
the minimum Dst of −589  nT caused by interplanetary 
CMEs in association with these large flares is the larg-
est storm since the Dst index was initiated (Lakhina and 
Tsurutani 2016). A power blackout occurred in Quebec, 
Canada, during this storm (Boteler 2019).

The sunspot group (no. 12 in Table 1∕no. 11 in Table 2, 
NOAA active region no.10486) had its maximum area of 
3388∕3486 MSH on 1 November 2003∕29 October 2003 
and produced large flares during the Halloween event 
from the end of October to the beginning of November 
2003. This group produced a series of large flares: an X17 
flare on 28 October, X10 flare on 29 October, X8.3 flare 
on 2 November, and X28 flare on 4 November according 

b

Fig. 2 continued
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to the report of NOAA. The 28 October flare produced 
the largest increase in total electron content (TEC) of 
the ionosphere in those flares (Tsurutani et al. 2005), and 
the storm associated with the 29 October flare produced 
a drastic TEC increase (Mannucci et  al. 2005). During 
the 4th November flare, the GOES X-ray detectors were 
saturated. As a result, the SXR class was determined to 
be X28 by extrapolation. However, Thomson et al. (2004) 
estimated the SXR class of this flare to be X45 using the 
ionospheric D-region reflection height determined from 
the phase shifts of the very low frequency (VLF) radio 
signal. The minimum Dst of the associated storm was 
−69 nT because the flare location was S19W83 and the 
main portion of the CME was directed south-west.

As shown in Tables  1, 2 the sunspot group with the 
largest area of 6132 MSH was observed on 8 April 
1947 and the expected maximum flare class was 
X106. Between 1879 and 2016, a sunspot area having a 

potential of more than X100 (of more than 5587 MSH) 
was observed only in this sunspot group for four days; 
5785 MSH on 3 April, 5764 MSH on 5 April, 5931 MSH 
on 7 April, and 6132 MSH on 8 April. This suggests that 
the sunspot group with a potential for producing a SXR 
flare exceeding X100 appeared in the past, on the basis 
of the sunspot observation data. Unfortunately, there 
was no SXR observation before 1975, except ground-
based H-ALPHA flare observations. Many flares of 
the optical importance of 1 and 2 were reported in the 
H-ALPHA flare reports archived by the NCEI, NOAA. 
However, no flare of the optical importance of 3 or 4 was 
reported from this group. Aulanier et  al. (2013) noted 
that it was difficult for this group to energize as a whole 
because of the complex distribution of small filaments. 
They also noted that the upper limit of solar flare energy 
was ~ 6 ×  1033 erg (~ X600 class), as determined from a 
numerical magnetohydrodynamic simulation assuming 

Table 1 Sunspot groups with maximum area of more than 3000 MSH and expected and observed maximum SXR flare class between 
1879 and 2016 in the DHO catalog

NA: not available

No. Date Maximum sunspot 
area (MSH)

Expected maximum SXR 
flare class

Region number Observed maximum SXR 
flare (number of X‑class 
flares)

1 1947/04/08 6132 X106.3 14,886 NA

2 1946/02/07 5202 X83.1 14,417 NA

3 1951/05/19 4865 X75.1 16,763 NA

4 1946/07/29 4720 X71.8 14,585 NA

5 1947/03/12 4554 X68.0 14,851 NA

6 2014/10/24 4419 X65.0 12,192 X2.0 (4)

7 1989/03/14 4201 X60.3 5395 X15 (11)

8 1990/11/16 3872 X53.3 6368 M7.5 (0)

9 1938/01/21 3627 X48.4 12,673 NA

10 1926/01/20 3619 X48.2 9861 NA

11 1917/02/13 3467 X45.2 7977 NA

12 2003/11/01 3388 X43.7 10,486 X28 (7)

13 2001/03/29 3387 X43.6 9393 X20 (3)

14 1937/10/05 3340 X42.7 12,553 NA

15 1905/02/02 3339 X42.7 5441 NA

16 1937/07/28 3303 X42.0 12,455 NA

17 1984/04/26 3274 X41.5 4474 X13 (3)

18 1991/03/23 3257 X41.1 6555 X9.4 (7)

19 1989/06/16 3249 X41.0 5528 M9.3 (0)

20 1991/10/27 3234 X40.7 6891 X6.1 (5)

21 1968/02/01 3202 X40.1 21,482 NA

22 1917/08/09 3178 X39.7 8181 NA

23 1982/07/11 3092 X38.1 3804 X9.8 (5)

24 1988/07/02 3047 X37.2 5060 M9.2 (0)

25 1892/02/10 3038 X37.1 2421 NA

26 1980/11/13 3030 X36.9 2779 X9.0 (4)

27 1938/10/12 3003 X36.4 13,024 NA
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the largest sunspot magnetic field from the past measure-
ments and 30% of the energy of this sunspot group to be 
flare energy.

Figure  3 shows the relationship between the area of 
sunspot groups and the expected flare energy or SXR 
flare class calculated using Eq. (1). The solid line is the 
case of B = 1000 G and f = 0.1 and the dashed line is the 
case of B = 1000 G and f = 0.3. Kataoka (2020) assigned 
the 100-year flare class as X70 from the log-normal fit 
to the cumulative distribution of the SXR flares using 
the GOES flare data between 1975 and 2016. Tables 1, 
2 show that there were four/five sunspot groups with 
area exceeding 4600 MSH, which had the potential for 
producing a SXR flare of more than X70, during the 
past 138 years. In the DHO∕MA20 catalogue, there were 

Table 2 Sunspot groups with maximum area of more than 3000 MSH and expected and observed maximum SXR flare class between 
1879 and 2016 in the MA20 catalogue

NA: not available

No. Date Maximum sunspot 
area (MSH)

Expected maximum SXR 
flare class

Region number Observed maximum SXR 
flare (number of X‑class 
flares)

1 1947/04/08 6132 X106.3 14,886 NA

2 1946/02/07 5202 X83.1 14,417 NA

3 1951/05/19 4865 X75.1 16,763 NA

4 1989/03/16 4823 X74.1 5395 X15 (11)

5 1946/07/29 4720 X71.8 14,585 NA

6 1947/03/12 4554 X68.0 14,851 NA

7 2014/10/25 4534 X67.6 12,192 X2.0 (4)

8 1989/06/16 3753 X50.9 5528 M9.3 (0)

9 1938/01/21 3627 X48.4 12,673 NA

10 1926/01/20 3619 X48.2 9861 NA

11 2003/10/29 3486 X45.6 10,486 X28 (7)

12 1917/02/13 3467 X45.2 7977 NA

13 2001/03/30 3447 X44.8 9393 X20 (3)

14 1991/10/27 3428 X44.4 6891 X6.1 (5)

15 1937/10/05 3340 X42.7 12,553 NA

16 1905/02/02 3339 X42.7 5441 NA

17 1937/07/28 3303 X42.0 12,455 NA

18 1991/03/23 3233 X40.7 6555 X9.4 (7)

19 1988/07/01 3217 X40.4 5060 M9.2 (0)

20 1968/02/01 3202 X40.1 21,482 NA

21 1990/11/20 3179 X39.7 6368 M7.5 (0)

22 1917/08/09 3178 X39.7 8181 NA

23 1989/09/04 3098 X38.2 5669 X1.3 (3)

24 2000/09/23 3096 X38.1 9169 X1.2 (1)

25 1982/06/15 3039 X37.1 3776 X3.6 (5)

26 1892/02/10 3038 X37.1 2421 NA

27 1938/10/12 3003 X36.4 13,024 NA

Fig. 3 Relationship between sunspot area and expected flare energy 
or SXR flare class calculated from the sunspot area
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21∕22  days when sunspot groups with areas of more 
than 4600 MSH appeared on the solar disk during the 
past 138 years (50,179∕50,225 days considering the data 
gaps). This means that for a period of 100 years, there 
are approximately 11/12 days on which sunspot groups 
with areas of more than 4600 MSH occur.

SXR flare class of more than X50 is expected from 
sunspot groups with area of more than 3700 MSH 
according to Eq.  (1) with B of 1000 G and f of 0.1. 
Table 3 shows the observed number of sunspot areas of 
more than 3700 MSH for four selected data sets of 100-
year periods. The same number of 3700 MSH sunspot 
areas was found in the DHO and MA20 catalogues. 
The number of 44 ± 2.9 seems to be large compared 
with the historical records of extreme magnetic storms 
based on ground-based geomagnetic observations 
(Table  1 in Tsurutani et  al. (2003); Table  1 in Knipp 
et al. (2021)).

Several reasons are considered regarding this.
One reason is that f in Eq. (1) varies depending on the 

magnetic structure of the sunspot groups, as noted by 
Aulanier et al. (2013) on the March−April 1947 sunspot 
group.

The second reason is that a strong southward inter-
planetary magnetic field (IMF) is necessary for the occur-
rence of intense magnetic storms (Tsurutani et al. 2003). 
For example the historically fast CME associated with 
the flare of optical importance 3B on 4 August 1972 took 
approximately 14.6 h to hit Earth (Vaisberg and Zasten-
ker, 1976; Knipp et  al. 2018). However, the minimum 
value of Dst was only −125 nT because the IMF pointed 
mostly northward (Tsurutani et al. 1992).

The third reason is that the CMEs miss Earth, such as 
the back-side events of the sun. The 23 July 2012 event is 
an example of a back-side event (Russell et al. 2013; Baker 
et al. 2013; Ngwira et al. 2013). This event was observed 
by NASA’s Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory-
Ahead (STEREO-A). The extremely fast CME with strong 
IMF reached STEREO-A ( ∼ 1 AU) in approximately 19 h.

Area of sunspot group associated with Carrington flare
The Carrington flare is considered to be one of the larg-
est flares in history (Tsurutani et  al. 2003; Cliver and 
Svalgaard 2004; Boteler 2006; Cliver and Dietrich 2013; 
Curto et al. 2016; Lakhina and Tsurutani 2018; Hayakawa 
et  al. 2019). An intense magnetic storm of a minimum 
Dst of−1760  nT occurred 17.5  h after the white-light 
flare (Tsurutani et  al. 2003). An examination of aurora 
observations associated with this flare suggests that the 
equatorward boundary of the aurora moved to the lowest 
latitude on records (Kimball 1960; Green and Boardsen 
2006; Hayakawa et al. 2018, 2019).

We measured the area of the sunspot group associated 
with the Carrington flare using the sunspot drawing in 
Fig.  2 of Hayakawa et  al. (2019). The measured sunspot 
area was approximately 3000 MSH. In the DHO/MA20 
catalogue, there were 139∕119 days when sunspot groups 
with areas of more than 3000 MSH appeared on the solar 
disk between 1879 and 2016.

The energy of the flare calculated using Eq. (1) assum-
ing B of 1000 G and f of 0.1 is 3.6×1032 erg. This energy 
corresponds to the SXR peak intensity of X36. This SXR 
peak intensity is close to that of X45 estimated by Cliver 
and Svalgaard (2004), Boteler (2006), Cliver and Dietrich 
(2013), and Curto et al. (2016). They estimated the SXR 
flare size using the amplitude of rapid geomagnetic field 
variations associated with the SXR flares. The geomag-
netic variations are produced by the enhancement of ion-
ospheric currents induced by solar flare radiation, which 
is called the solar flare effect (SFE).

Statistical analysis using complementary cumulative 
distribution function
We applied the statistical method of Riley (2012) to the 
sunspot area data. For this analysis, it is necessary to use 
a long data period to avoid the effect of the solar cycle 
( ∼ 11 years) variations of the sunspot area data and sta-
tionarity of occurrence is assumed for the data period 
and the extrapolated future period. If the probability of 

Table 3 Number of sunspot area more than 3700 MSH for 100-year periods in the DHO and MA20 catalogues

Data period Number of sunspot area of more than 3700 MSH in the DHO 
catalogue

Number of sunspot area of more 
than 3700 MSH in the MA20 
catalogue

1879−1978 41 41

1889−1988 41 41

189 −1998 46 46

1909−2008 46 46

Average 44 ± 2.9 44 ± 2.9
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the occurrence of large-amplitude events, p(x), follows a 
power-law distribution, the cumulative distribution func-
tion, P(x), which express the probability of an event of 
magnitude equal to or greater than the critical value, xcrit, 
also follows a power-law distribution:

Here, x is an event amplitude, α is a spectral index, and 
C is a constant.

The slope is calculated as,

where xi is the measured value of x, NP is the total num-
ber of events for x ≥ xmin, and xmin is some appropriate 
minimum value of x below the breakdown of the power-
law relationship. The expected number of events equal to 
or larger than a certain threshold during the data period 
is:

(2)p(x) = Cx−α
,

(3)P(x ≥ xcrit) =

∫

∞

x
p
(

x
′
)

dx
′

=
C

α − 1
x−α+1

.

(4)α − 1 = NP

[

NP
∑

i=1

ln

(

xi

xmin

)

]−1

,

(5)E(x ≥ xcrit) = NPP(x ≥ xcrit).

The probability of one or more events greater than xcrit 
occurring during a certain time period �t is:

where τ is the total time span of the data set and needs to 
be estimated by considering data gaps in the data set.

Harvey and Zwaan (1993) noted the power-law dis-
tribution of sunspot areas, whereas Bogdan et al. (1988) 
suggested a log-normal distribution for them. Figure 4 is 
histograms of the number of sunspot groups as a func-
tion of their area between 1879 and 2016 for the DHO 
and MA20 catalogues. Two histograms show almost the 
same distribution above the area of 30 MSH. Figure  5 
shows the complementary cumulative distribution func-
tions (CCDFs) of the sunspot areas shown in Fig. 4. For 
the CCDF in Fig. 5, α above xmin of 3000 MSH is calcu-
lated using Eq. (4). Table 4 shows the probabilities of the 
occurrence of a sunspot group with area ≥ 6000 MSH for 
the next 30-, 50-, and 100-year periods calculated using 
80-, 100-, 120-, and 138 year data sets and Eq. (6). Table 4 
shows that the estimated probabilities depend on length 
of the data periods.

Figure 6 shows the CCDFs of the flare energy or SXR 
flare size applying Eq. (1) with B of 1000 G and f of 0.1 to 

(6)P(x ≥ xcrit, t = �t) = 1− e
−NP

�t
τ
P(x≥xcrit),

Fig. 4 Histogram of occurrence number as a function of sunspot 
area in the DHO (upper panel) and MA20 (lower panel) catalogues

Fig. 5 Complementary cumulative distribution of occurrence 
number as a function of sunspot area in the DHO (upper panel) 
and MA20 (lower panel) catalogues. NP is the total data number for 
sunspot area ≥ 3000 MSH
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data in Fig. 4. For the CCDF in Fig. 6 , α above xmin of X30 
is calculated using Eq. (4). Table 5 shows the probabilities 
of the occurrence of a SXR flare ≥ X100 for the next 30-, 
50-, and 100-year periods determined using 80-, 100-, 
120-, and 138-year data sets and Eq. (6).

Summary
There are long-term ground-based observations of the 
area of sunspot groups compared with SXR flare obser-
vations. The possibility of the occurrence of large SXR 
flares was estimated using the sunspot area data collected 
over more than 100 years, assuming extreme flares to be 
related to areas of sunspot groups.

Our result suggested that sunspot groups with a 
potential of producing Carrington-class flares (areas 
of more than 3000 MSH) were observed on a total of 
119−139  days between 1879 and 2016, and a sunspot 
group with the potential of producing an X100-class 
flare appeared between March and April 1947. The past 
records showed that the large sunspot groups produced 
not only one large flare, but also multiple large flares.

The SXR flare class of the Carrington flare was esti-
mated using the sunspot area of 3000 MSH. The esti-
mated SXR flare class of X36 is close to that of X45 
estimated using the amplitude of the SFE (Cliver and 

Table 4 Probabilities of a sunspot group with area ≥ 6000 MSH for next 30-, 50-, and 100-year periods for 80-, 100-, 120-, and 138-year 
data sets in the DHO and MA20 catalogues

Data length Occurrence probability of sunspot area ≥ 6000 MSH 
calculated using the DHO catalog

Occurrence probability of sunspot area ≥ 6000 
MSH calculated using the MA30 catalog

30 years 50 years 100 years 30 years 50 years 100 years

80 years (1879–1958) 0.89 0.97 1.00 0.89 0.97 1.00

100 years (1879–1978) 0.82 0.94 1.00 0.82 0.94 1.00

120 years (1879–1998) 0.66 0.84 0.97 0.75 0.90 0.99

138 years (1879–2016) 0.62 0.80 0.96 0.72 0.88 0.99

Fig. 6 Complementary cumulative distribution of occurrence 
number as a function of flare energy or SXR flare class calculated 
from sunspot area in the DHO (upper panel) and MA20 (lower panel) 
catalogues. NP is the total data number for SXR flare class ≥ X30

Table 5 Probabilities of a SXR flare ≥ X100 for next 30-, 50-, and 100-year periods for 80-, 100-, 120-, and 138-year data sets in the DH 
and MA20 catalogues

Data length Occurrence probability of sunspot area ≥ X100 calculated 
using the DHO catalog

Occurrence probability of sunspot area ≥ X100 
calculated using the MA30 catalog

30 years 50 years 100 years 30 years 50 years 100 years

80 years (1879–1958) 0.92 0.99 1.00 0.92 0.99 1.00

100 years (1879–1978) 0.85 0.96 1.00 0.85 0.96 1.00

120 years (1879–1998) 0.73 0.89 0.99 0.74 0.90 0.99

138 years (1879–2016) 0.70 0.87 0.98 0.76 0.91 0.99
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Svalgaard 2004; Boteler 2006; Cliver and Dietrich 2013; 
Curto et al. 2016).

We also calculated the probability of the occurrence of 
large flares using the sunspot area data. For the 138-year 
dataset, the expected occurrence probabilities of a SXR 
flare ≥ X100 over the next 30-, 50-, and 100-year periods 
were 0.70−0.76, 0.87−0.91, and 0.91−0.99, respectively, 
although the estimated probabilities depend on length of 
the data periods.
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